In no way should you stay inside the house in case of an earthquake.

At no time should you stay inside the house in case of an earthquake.

On no account should you stay inside the house in case of an earthquake.

Under no condition should you stay inside the house in case of an earthquake.

Under no circumstances should you stay inside the house in case of an earthquake.

1\textsuperscript{st} Conditional
If an earthquake happens, go out of the house.

Should an earthquake happen, ...

2\textsuperscript{nd} Conditional
If you were Japanese, you would know how to protect yourself in case of an earthquake.

Were you Japanese, ...

If you lived in Japan, you would know how to protect yourself in case of an earthquake.

Were you to live in Japan, ...

3\textsuperscript{rd} Conditional
If you had studied in Japan, you would have known how to protect yourself.

Had you studied in Japan, ...

Only if the earthquake stops, can you go out of the house.

Only after the earthquake stops, can you go out of the house.

Only when the earthquake stops, can you go out of the house.